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Confronting contemporary issues in museum practice, this collection provides a
practical guide to all aspects of collections care. Contributors cover a wide range of
issues including: conservation practice the monitoring and control of light relative
humidity and atmospheric pollution packing, handling and transportation of collections
storage and access to collections biological infestation disaster planning. Including
material and sources that have, up until now, not easily been available, students of
museum studies and proffessionals within the industry now have this invaluable aid to
their work.
This book discusses some of the benefits of working in museums; explains how
museums differ according to size, type, and organizational structure; and goes through
dozens of museum positions in detail. It is designed to introduce college students,
graduate students, and/or young professionals to the museum field.
This broad introduction to museums benefits all educators who teach introductory
museum studies, addressing the discipline from a holistic, dynamic, and documentcentered perspective. • Frames museum studies within an information context and
specifically addresses the interests and concerns of librarians • Benefits all educators
who teach introductory museum studies, addressing the discipline from a holistic,
dynamic, and document-centered perspective • Highlights how museums are
embedded in a larger cultural complex that includes libraries, archives, and other
information institutions
Finding a museum job is a highly competitive endeavor today. The unprecedented
international growth of museums combined with a similar growth in programs to train
staff for these unique institutions has vastly increased the number of qualified
applicants for positions of all sorts. Finding work in museums now requires a broad
understanding of how employees are sought and hired. This is especially true for those
in the early stages of their careers. How to Get a Museum Job provides a detailed look
at hiring in the museum job market today. It offers practical inside advice by a museum
professional with nearly fifty years in the museum field - as both a seeker and provider
of employment. Designed for those just entering or new to the museum field, those
seeking to switch jobs or move up the ladder will also find valuable tips
An in-depth look at the transformative influence of Mexican artists on their U.S.
counterparts during a period of social change The first half of the 20th century saw
prolific cultural exchange between the United States and Mexico, as artists and
intellectuals traversed the countries' shared border in both directions. For U.S. artists,
Mexico's monumental public murals portraying social and political subject matter
offered an alternative aesthetic at a time when artists were seeking to connect with a
public deeply affected by the Great Depression. The Mexican influence grew as the
artists José Clemente Orozco, Diego Rivera, and David Alfaro Siqueiros traveled to the
United States to exhibit, sell their work, and make large-scale murals, working side-byside with local artists, who often served as their assistants, and teaching them the
fresco technique. Vida Americana examines the impact of their work on more than 70
artists, including Marion Greenwood, Philip Guston, Isamu Noguchi, Jackson Pollock,
and Charles White. It provides a new understanding of art history, one that
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acknowledges the wide-ranging and profound influence the Mexican muralists had on
the style, subject matter, and ideology of art in the United States between 1925 and
1945.
MUSEUM PR ACTICE Edited by CONAL MCCARTHY Museum Practice covers the
professional work carried out in museums and art galleries of all types, including the
core functions of management, collections, exhibitions, and programs. Some forms of
museum practice are familiar to visitors, yet within these diverse and complex
institutions many practices are hidden from view, such as creating marketing
campaigns, curating and designing exhibitions, developing fundraising and sponsorship
plans, crafting mission statements, handling repatriation claims, dealing with digital
media, and more. Focused on what actually occurs in everyday museum work, this
volume offers contributions from experienced professionals and academics that cover a
wide range of subjects including policy frameworks, ethical guidelines, approaches to
conservation, collection care and management, exhibition development and public
programs. From internal processes such as leadership, governance and strategic
planning, to public facing roles in interpretation, visitor research and community
engagement and learning, each essential component of contemporary museum
practice is thoroughly discussed.
First Published in 2010. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Museums throughout the world have common needs and face common challenges.
Keeping up-to-date with new ideas and changing practice is challenging for small and
medium-sized museums where time for reading and training is often restricted. This
new edition of Museum Basics has therefore been produced for the many museums
worldwide that operate with limited resources and few professional staff. The
comprehensive training course provided within the book is also suitable for museum
studies students who wish to gain a full understanding of work within a museum.
Drawing from a wide range of practical experience, the authors provide a basic guide to
all aspects of museum work, from audience development and education, through
collections management and conservation, to museum organisation and forward
planning. Organised on a modular basis with over 110 Units, Museum Basics can be
used as a reference work to assist day-to-day museum management and as the key
textbook in pre-service and in-service training programmes. It is designed to be
supplemented by case studies, project work and group discussion. This third edition
has been fully updated and extended to take account of the many changes that have
occurred in the world of museums in the last five years. It includes over 100 new
diagrams supporting the text, a glossary, sources of information and support as well as
a select bibliography. Museum Basics is also now supported by its own companion
website providing a wide range of additional resources for the reader.
This comprehensive history of museums begins with the origins of collecting in prehistory and
traces the evolution of museums from grave goods to treasure troves, from the Alexandrian
Temple of the Muses to the Renaissance cabinets of curiosities, and onto the diverse array of
modern institutions worldwide. The development of museums as public institutions is explored
in the context of world history with a special emphasis on the significance of objects and
collecting. The book examines how the successful exportation of the European museum model
and its international adaptations have created public institutions that are critical tools in diverse
societies for understanding the world. Rather than focusing on a specialized aspect of museum
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history, this volume provides a comprehensive synthesis of museums worldwide from their
earliest origins to the present. Museums: A History tells the fascinating story of how museums
respond to the needs of the cultures that create them. Readers will come away with an
understanding of: the comprehensive history of museums from prehistoric collections to the
present the evolution of museums presented in the context of world history the development of
museums considered in diverse cultural contexts global perspective on museums the objectcentered history of museums museums as memory institutions A constant theme throughout
the book is that ,useums have evolved to become institutions in which objects and learning are
associated to help human beings understand the world around them. Illustrations amplify the
discussions.
Through a collections of articles, Introduction to Museum Evaluation explains how visitor
studies can influence and improve museum exhibits, program planning, and services.
"[This publication] synthesises the experience and best thinking of leading professionals,
looking both inward at how museums function and outward toward their role in society at large.
Our goal: to offer specific ways to think more deeply about making your institution the best it
can be and provide tools to bring your ideas to fruition." -- Preface.
Reinventing the Museum presents iconic essays from the 20th century and the latest thinking
of the 21st century on ideology, public engagement, and new frameworks. Its 44 seminal
articles and selected bibliography guide students through nearly a century of museum thought
and theory.
Debating the practices of museums, galleries, and festivals, Exhibiting Cultures probes the
often politically charged relationships among aesthetics, contexts, and implicit assumptions
that govern how art and artifacts are displayed and understood. The contributors—museum
directors, curators, and scholars in art history, folklore, history, and anthropology—represent a
variety of stances on the role of museums and their function as intermediaries between the
makers of art or artifacts and the eventual viewers.
Daniel B Reibel's Registration Methods for the Small Museum has been the definitive guide to
registration methodology since 1978. Covering all aspects of the registration of museum
collections, Registration Methods for the Small Museum provides practical solutions for any
museum professional in a concise, readable manner. The new fourth edition brings the classic
handbook up-to-date with the electronic registration techniques that are available for today's
museum.
Introduction to Public History: Interpreting the Past, Engaging Audiences is a brief foundational
textbook for public history. It is organized around the questions and ethical dilemmas that drive
public history in a variety of settings, from local community-based projects to international case
studies. This book is designed for use in undergraduate and graduate classrooms with future
public historians, teachers, and consumers of history in mind. The authors are practicing public
historians who teach history and public history to a mix of undergraduate and graduate
students at universities across the United States and in international contexts. This book is
based on original research and the authors’ first-hand experiences, offering a fresh
perspective on the dynamic field of public history based on a decade of consultation with public
history educators about what they needed in an introductory textbook. Each chapter introduces
a concept or common practice to students, highlighting key terms for student review and for
instructor assessment of student learning. The body of each chapter introduces theories, and
basic conceptual building blocks intermixed with case studies to illustrate these points.
Footnotes credit sources but also serve as breadcrumbs for instructors who might like to
assign more in-depth reading for more advanced students or for the purposes of lecture
development. Each chapter ends with suggestions for activities that the authors have tried with
their own students and suggested readings, books, and websites that can deepen student
exposure to the topic.
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Long regarded as one the leading texts in museology, Introduction to Museum Work is now
thoroughly revised and updated. While citing recent changes in the museum world, the third
edition of Burcaw's classic work retains its useful philosophical orientation and convenient
summary format. All the basics of museology are here-the central issues are discussed and
definitions are given for all the terms museum workers need to know. Every chapter includes
practical exercises making Burcaw's book ideal for the classroom or for novice museum
workers. Accepted by the Documentation Center of the International Conference of Museums
as exemplary of museum training, Introduction to Museum Work is used as a basic text in
museum studies all over the world. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
In this book, Michael Murawski explores the work of museums as agents of change through
inspiring case studies as well as his own honest, personal experiences as a museum educator,
offering effective strategies for museums to enact change in their communities and, most
importantly, convert talk into action
A complete guide to interpreting women’s history. Women’s history is everywhere, not only in
historic house museums named for women but also in homes named for famous men,
museums of every conceivable kind, forts and battlefields, even ships, mines, and in buckets.
Women’s history while present at every museum and historic site remains less fully interpreted
in spite of decades of vibrant and expansive scholarship. Doing Women’s History in Public: A
Handbook for Interpretation at Museums and Historic Sites connects that scholarship with the
tangible resources and the sensuality that form museums and historic sites-- the objects,
architecture and landscapes-- in ways that encourage visitor fascination and understanding
and center interpretation on the women active in them. With numerous examples that focus on
all women and girls, it appropriately includes everyone, for women intersect with every other
human group. This book provides arguments, sources (written, oral, and visual), and tools for
finding women’s history, preserving it, and interpreting it with the public. It uses the framework
of Significance (importance), Knowledge Base (research in primary, secondary, and tertiary
sources), and Tangible Resources (the preserved physical embodiment of history in objects,
architecture, and landscapes). Discusses traditional and technology-assisted interpretation and
provides Tools to implement Doing Women’s History in Public. Using a hospitality model,
museums and historic sites are the locales where we assemble, learn from each other, and
take our insights into a more gender-shared future.
Bringing together nationally and internationally known scholars, The Museum of the Bible: A
Critical Introduction analyzes the newly opened Museum of the Bible in Washington, D.C., and
wrestles with the thorny interpretive issues and complex histories that are at risk of being
obscured when private funds put a major museum on the National Mall.
Only a decade ago, the notion that museums, galleries and heritage organisations might
engage in activist practice, with explicit intent to act upon inequalities, injustices and
environmental crises, was met with scepticism and often derision. Seeking to purposefully
bring about social change was viewed by many within and beyond the museum community as
inappropriately political and antithetical to fundamental professional values. Today, although
the idea remains controversial, the way we think about the roles and responsibilities of
museums as knowledge based, social institutions is changing. Museum Activism examines the
increasing significance of this activist trend in thinking and practice. At this crucial time in the
evolution of museum thinking and practice, this ground-breaking volume brings together more
than fifty contributors working across six continents to explore, analyse and critically reflect
upon the museum’s relationship to activism. Including contributions from practitioners, artists,
activists and researchers, this wide-ranging examination of new and divergent expressions of
the inherent power of museums as forces for good, and as activists in civil society, aims to
encourage further experimentation and enrich the debate in this nascent and uncertain field of
museum practice. Museum Activism elucidates the largely untapped potential for museums as
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key intellectual and civic resources to address inequalities, injustice and environmental
challenges. This makes the book essential reading for scholars and students of museum and
heritage studies, gallery studies, arts and heritage management, and politics. It will be a source
of inspiration to museum practitioners and museum leaders around the globe.
Ruth Phillips argues that these practices are "indigenous" not only because they originate in
Aboriginal activism but because they draw on a distinctively Canadian preference for
compromise and tolerance for ambiguity. Phillips dissects seminal exhibitions of Indigenous art
to show how changes in display, curatorial voice, and authority stem from broad social,
economic, and political forces outside the museum and moves beyond Canadian institutions
and practices to discuss historically interrelated developments and exhibitions in the United
States, Britain, Australia, and elsewhere. Drawing on forty years of experience as an art
historian, curator, exhibition critic, and museum director, she emphasizes the complex and
situated nature of the problems that face museums, introducing new perspectives on
controversial exhibitions and moments of contestation. A manifesto that calls on us to reimagine the museum as a place to embrace global interconnectedness, Museum Pieces
emphasizes the transformative power of museum controversy and analyses shifting ideas
about art, authenticity, and power in the modern museum.
The New Art Museum Library addresses the issues facing today's art museum libraries through
a series of scholarly essays written by top librarians in the field. In 2007, the publication, Art
Museum Libraries and Librarianship, edited by Joan Benedetti, was the first to solely focus on
the field of art museum librarianship. In the decade since then, many changes have occurred in
the field--both technological and ideological--prompting the need for a follow-up publication. In
addition to representing current thinking and practice, this new publication also addresses the
need to clearly articulate and define the art museum library’s value within its institution. It
documents the broad changes in the environment that art museum libraries now function within
and to celebrate the many innovative initiatives that are flourishing in this new landscape.
Librarians working in art museum face unique challenges as museums redefine what objectbased, visitor-centric learning looks like in the 21st century. These unique challenges mean
that art museum libraries are developing new strategies and initiatives so that they can
continue to thrive in this environment. The unique nature of these initiatives mean that they will
be useful to librarians working in a wide range of special libraries, as well as more broadly in
academic and public libraries. The New Art Museum Library is uniquely positioned to present
new strategies and initiatives including digital art history initiatives, the new norms in art
museum library staffing, and the public programing priorities that are core to many art museum
libraries today. This book is an endorsed project of ARLIS/NA.
The United States has long been dependent on the seas, but Americans know little about their
maritime history. While Britain and other countries have established national museums to
nurture their seagoing traditions, America has left that responsibility to private institutions. In
this first-of-its-kind history, James M. Lindgren focuses on a half-dozen of these great
museums, ranging from Salem's East India Marine Society, founded in 1799, to San
Francisco's Maritime Museum and New York's South Street Seaport Museum, which were
established in recent decades. Begun by activists with unique agendas -- whether overseas
empire, economic redevelopment, or cultural preservation -- these museums have displayed
the nation's complex interrelationship with the sea. Yet they all faced chronic shortfalls, as
policymakers, corporations, and everyday citizens failed to appreciate the oceans' formative
environment. Preserving Maritime America shows how these institutions shifted course to
remain solvent and relevant and demonstrates how their stories tell of the nation's rise and
decline as a commercial maritime power.
Museums and Atlantic Slavery explores how slavery, the Atlantic slave trade, and enslaved
people are represented through words, visual images, artifacts, and audiovisual materials in
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museums in Europe and the Americas. Divided into four chapters, the book addresses four
recurrent themes: wealth and luxury; victimhood and victimization; resistance and rebellion;
and resilience and achievement. Considering the roles of various social actors who have
contributed to the introduction of slavery in the museum in the last thirty years, the analysis
draws on selected exhibitions, and institutions entirely dedicated to slavery, as well as national,
community, plantation, and house museums in the United States, England, France, and Brazil.
Engaging with literature from a range of disciplines, including history, anthropology, sociology,
art history, tourism and museum studies, Araujo provides an overview of a topic that has not
yet been adequately discussed and analysed within the museum studies field. Museums and
Atlantic Slavery encourages scholars, students, and museum professionals to critically engage
with representations of slavery in museums. The book will help readers to recognize how
depictions of human bondage in museums and exhibitions often fail to challenge racism and
white supremacy inherited from the period of slavery.

This book brings the reader up to date on the stories behind the people and
events that have transformed America's museums from their beginnings into
today's vibrant cultural institutions. Updates include color timelines, material on
digital curation, emergent exhibitions about civil rights, immersive museum
environments, and more.
Looking for an A-Z, one-stop, comprehensive book on museums? Wish you were
able to have one of the world’s leading museum consultants spend a couple of
days with you, talking you through how to start a museum, how museums work,
how to set up an exhibit, and more? If so, Museums 101 is the answer to your
wishes. In one short volume, Mark Walhimer covers: • Essential Background,
such as what is a museum, a quick history of museums, and 10 steps to starting
a museum • Operational Basics, such as branding, marketing, strategic planning,
governance, accessibility, and day-to-day operations • What goes on behind the
scenes in a museum, ranging from finances to fundraising to art handling, exhibit
management, and research • The Visitor Experience, planning a museum,
designing exhibits for visitors, programming, and exhibit evaluation. Features that
even the most experienced museum professionals will find useful include a
community outreach checklist, a fundraising checklist, a questionnaire for people
considering starting a new museum, and an exhaustive, well-organized list of
online resources for museum operations. The book’s contents were overseen by
a six-member international advisory board. Valuable appendixes you’ll use every
day include a museum toolbox full of useful forms, checklists, and worksheets,
and a glossary of essential museum-related terms. In addition to the printed
book, Museums 101 also features a companion website exclusively for readers of
the book. The website— museums101.com—features: • links to essential online
resources in the museum world, • downloadable sample documents, • a
glossary, • a bibliography of sources for further reading, and • photographs of
more than 75 museums of all types. Museums 101 Advisory Board • Jim
DeMersman, Executive Director, Museum on Main, Pleasanton, California,
United States of America • David L. Godfrey, C.P.A., Allison & Godfrey, Certified
Public Accountants, Norwalk, Connecticut, United States of America • Van A.
Romans, President, Fort Worth Museum of Science and History, Fort Worth,
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Texas, and Board of Trustees, American Alliance of Museums, United States of
America • Sergey Solovyev, Ph.D., Department of Greek & Roman Antiquities,
The State Hermitage Museum, Russia • Alison Spence, Exhibitions and Loans
Registrar, National Museum of Australia, Canberra ACT, Australia • Audrey
Vermette, Director of Programs and Public Affairs, Canadian Museums
Association, Ontario, Canada
Here in this second edition, updating the original by Gerald George and Cindy
Sherrell-Leo, you will find out in straightforward language what a museum
is—philosophically and historically—some pros and cons of establishing your
museum, up-to-date resource lists, and good basic advice on all aspects of
museums from the choice of a building through collections care, registration,
exhibitions, conservation, staffing, financial management, and fund raising.
"We live in a museum age," writes Steven Conn in Do Museums Still Need
Objects? And indeed, at the turn of the twenty-first century, more people are
visiting museums than ever before. There are now over 17,500 accredited
museums in the United States, averaging approximately 865 million visits a year,
more than two million visits a day. New museums have proliferated across the
cultural landscape even as older ones have undergone transformational
additions: from the Museum of Modern Art and the Morgan in New York to the
High in Atlanta and the Getty in Los Angeles. If the golden age of museumbuilding came a century ago, when the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the
American Museum of Natural History, the Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Field
Museum of Natural History, and others were created, then it is fair to say that in
the last generation we have witnessed a second golden age. By closely
observing the cultural, intellectual, and political roles that museums play in
contemporary society, while also delving deeply into their institutional histories,
historian Steven Conn demonstrates that museums are no longer seen simply as
houses for collections of objects. Conn ranges across a wide variety of museum
types—from art and anthropology to science and commercial museums—asking
questions about the relationship between museums and knowledge, about the
connection between culture and politics, about the role of museums in
representing non-Western societies, and about public institutions and the
changing nature of their constituencies. Elegantly written and deeply researched,
Do Museums Still Need Objects? is essential reading for historians, museum
professionals, and those who love to visit museums.
New Museum Theory and Practice is an original collection ofessays with a
unique focus: the contested politics and ideologiesof museum exhibition.
Contains 12 original essays that contribute to the field whilecreating a collective
whole for course use. Discusses theory through vivid examples and
historicaloverviews. Offers guidance on how to put theory into practice. Covers a
range of museums around the world: from art tohistory, anthropology to music, as
well as historic houses,cultural centres, virtual sites, and commercial displays
that usethe conventions of the museum. Authors come from the UK, Canada, the
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US, and Australia, andfrom a variety of fields that inform cultural studies.
Wondering what a museum director actually does? About to start your first
director's job? Looking for guidance in starting up a museum or working with a
museum director? Hugh Genoways, Lynne Ireland, and Cinnamon CatlinLegutko have taken the mystery out and put common sense and good guidance
in. Learn about everything from budgets and strategic planning to human
resources and facilities management to collections and programming. They also
help you tackle legal documents, legal and ethical issues, and challenges for
today's 2.0 world. Case studies and exercises throughout help you review and
practice what you are learning, and their extensive references will be a welcome
resource.
This timely book provides a critical look at one of the staples of museum
education programming: the “field trip” for school groups. The K–12 audience is
of major importance to museums: not only does reaching students relate directly
to the educational mission of museums, but also our institutions rely on the
revenue generated by school groups.
Museum exhibitions focusing on Native American history have long been curator
controlled. However, a shift is occurring, giving Indigenous people a larger role in
determining exhibition content. In Decolonizing Museums, Amy Lonetree
examines the co
Long regarded as one the leading texts in museology, Introduction to Museum
Work is now thoroughly revised and updated. While citing recent changes in the
museum world, the third edition of Burcaw's classic work retains its useful
philosophical orientation and convenient summary format. All the basics of
museology are here—the central issues are discussed and definitions are given
for all the terms museum workers need to know. Every chapter includes practical
exercises making Burcaw's book ideal for the classroom or for novice museum
workers. Accepted by the Documentation Center of the International Conference
of Museums as exemplary of museum training, Introduction to Museum Work is
used as a basic text in museum studies all over the world.
In 1979, Edward P. Alexander's Museums in Motion was hailed as a muchneeded addition to the museum literature. In combining the history of museums
since the eighteenth century with a detailed examination of the function of
museums and museum workers in modern society, it served as an essential
resource for those seeking to enter to the museum profession and for established
professionals looking for an expanded understanding of their own discipline.
Now, Mary Alexander has produced a newly revised edition of the classic text,
bringing it the twenty-first century with coverage of emerging trends, resources,
and challenges. New material also includes a discussion of the children's
museum as a distinct type of institution and an exploration of the role computers
play in both outreach and traditional in-person visits.
This reader brings together 35 seminal articles that reflect the museum world's
ongoing conversation with itself and the public about what it means to be a
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museum—one that is relevant and responsive to its constituents and always
examining and reexamining its operations, policies, collections, and programs. In
conjunction with the editor's introductory material and recommended additional
readings these articles will help students grasp the essentials of the dialogue and
guide them on where to turn for further details and developments.
There's a rainbow of ways to think about colors. Colors pop and shine. Cool
colors make us shiver, while warm colors heat us up. They can even express our
moods, from feeling blue to being tickled pink. What Can Colors Do? introduces
children to color through vibrant artworks that inspire curiosity, joy, and surprise
in young learners. Colorful paintings, sculptures, and objects from the
Philadelphia Museum of Art help children think about how artists use color. How
can colors express feelings? Can a color be loud or soft? As children learn the
basics of color theory, from mixing to contrast and color wheels, they answer
engaging, thoughtful questions that bring the world of art and their own
experiences together. A series of activities for kids to complete on their own—from
a scavenger hunt to a color-inspired way to meditate—helps them to appreciate
the beauty and complexity of the hues around us.
How to Close a Museum: A Practical Guide answers your questions about
closing a museum. Even if you are just considering your options during difficult
times and planning for your future, this book takes you through all the legal,
ethical, and operational questions to start thinking about. It clearly lays out all the
steps to follow to dissolve the nonprofit corporation, how to work with the board,
disperse assets, create a final staffing plan, media relations, archival materials,
community relations, and how to deal with donors and preserve the legacy of the
organization. Included in the book are valuable forms, creative ideas, and sample
documents to save you time. Written by Dr. Susana Bautista, an experienced
museum administrator, curator, and museologist, who personally went though
this process of closing a museum as the last executive director of the Pasadena
Museum of California Art in 2018. She will recount her experiences and lessons
learned, as well as those of other museum leaders who have gone through
similar experiences, so that all museum professionals will be better prepared for
what is always a stressful and emotional experience.
Introduction to Museum WorkRowman Altamira
Anti-Museum charts the development of the anti-museum as a concept and as it
has been realised in practice. Drawing on a range of case studies, including the
New Museum and PS1 in New York, Mona in Australia, Art42 in Paris and
Donald Judd’s Marfa, the book assesses their potential to engage museum
publics in new ways. Anti-museums seek to breathe relational and theatricalised
vitality into the objects they exhibit, by connecting them to the contexts of their
making, to their social life outside the museum, to visitors' lives via their
transformative capacities for change, and by being a place of dialogue, exchange
and transformation, rather than instruction. Documenting the ways in which they
have been created by artists, collectors, and curators, the book also examines
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the extent to which anti-museums connect with other museums through the
exchange of values and resources. Critically, it asks whether, after some 40
years of ‘new museology’, such institutions are still able to offer something fresh
and valuable. Anti-Museum provides a sharp and incisive account of the antimuseum as it has been imagined, realised and experienced, and as it has
relevance for understanding and working in the contemporary museum world. As
such, the book will be of great interest to scholars and students engaged in the
study of museums, cultural economy, inclusive urban regeneration, the
democratisation of art and contemporary art. It should also appeal to museum
professionals around the world.
This volume combines some of the most influential published research in this
emerging field with newly commissioned essays on the issues, problems and
lessons involved in collaborating museums and source communities. Focusing
on museums in the UK, North America and the Pacific, the book highlights three
areas which demonstrate the new developments most clearly: the museum as
field site or 'contact zone' - a place which source community members enter for
purposes of consultation and collaboration visual repatriation - the use of
photography to return images of ancestors, historical moments and material
heritage to source communities exhibition case studies - these are discussed to
reveal the implications of cross-cultural and collaborative research for museums,
and how such projects have challenged established attitudes and practices. As
the first overview of its kind, this collection will be essential reading for museum
staff working with source communities, for community members involved with
museum programmes, and for students and academics in museum studies and
social anthropology.
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